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BONDING

This bite-sized learning unit will address what Bonding and Attachment Theory is and their specific
relevance to the refugees’ and migrants’ parental skills.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. To define the Attachment Theory, as it is related to bonding conceptualization.
2. To explain the psychological perspective that focuses on bonding as the connectedness
among human beings
3. To show how much important the primary attachment is not only during the childhood but
even when children grow up. It is like a luggage that human beings bring with them for ever
WHAT IS BONDING

Definition: Within Bonding the “Attachment theory” has been developed. It is focused on the
relationships and bonds between people, particularly long-term relationships (e.g.parent/child).
British psychologist John Bowlby was the first attachment theorist, describing attachment as a "lasting
psychological connectedness among human beings”.
Bowlby is interested in understanding the separation anxiety and distress when he/she is separated
from their primary caregivers.
While the behavioral theories of attachment suggest that attachment is a learned process, Bowlby
and others propose that children are born with an innate drive to form attachments with caregivers.
Bowlby observes that even feedings do not diminish the anxiety experienced by children when they
are separated from their primary caregivers. Indeed, attachment is characterized by clear behavioral
and motivation patterns. When children are frightened, they will seek proximity from their primary
caregiver in order to receive both comfort and care.
There are four stages of Attachment, as the closed
photo briefly shows. Thus, attachment is
important in every stage of life, not only during the
childhood
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The four styles of Attachment As you can see, through a Cartesians’ diagram, a model has been built.
It is good at explaining how Positive/Negative Model of Other and Positive/Negative Model of Self
give different kind of Attachment.

Our attachment style can be a scary predictor of our relationship success. Our patterns of attachment
typically are set in childhood and tend to follow us around wherever we go.
Following, some important activities to improve a positive attachment. They are only suggestions,
but more practical, to promote sensitive and responsive parenting and secure infant attachment to
the mother:
-Be dependable; your child needs to see you as a safe place. ...
-Be attentive, interact with your child one-on-one. ...
-Be predictable; children need routines to feel secure. ...
-Be understanding during separation.
KEY POINTS

ENE8 aims, just knowing (or, feeling) that the caregiver is trustworthy creates a secure base for the
child who then explores the world. Attachment represents the basis for properly coping with life.
For example, if a mother feels too judged by the others, she could develop a preoccupied attachment
style. This is the main reason being aware of both cultural peculiarities and biases is a key factor to
enhance own attachment style. This is true in general and above all for in transit parents.
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ACTIVITY

Following, some relevant suggestion to improve a positive stile of attachment.
 Enjoy and take pleasure in your relationship with your baby
 Follow your baby’s lead
 Provide consistency and predictability in your care routines
 Don’t worry about “spoiling” your baby
 Use nonverbal communication to bond with your baby
 Provide a holding environment for your baby
 Take care of yourself
 ….
Try to find other good practices to enhance a secure attachment

REFLECTION ON ONE ISSUE FROM THIS BITESIZED TOOL

-Please, explain which is the best attachment style and why:
_________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

SELF ASSESSMENT

Bowling was the only Author of the “Attachment Theory”

True

False

The output between a negative model of other and a negative
model of self is a secure attachment

True

False

A secure attachment is positively relevant for the long-life wellbeing
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